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I. INTRODUCTION

NATO, also known as, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, was founded on

April 4, 1949, with the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty, also known as the Washington

Treaty, at the Departmental Auditorium in Washington D.C. by 12 founding members:

Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway,

Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the United States. (NATO, n.d.). The Washington

Treaty has 14 articles and was negotiated to be a 10-year period treaty that could be

renewed (NATO, n.d.). It was agreed upon by the 12 founding countries that the treaty

could be reviewed as soon as it reached its 10 valid years and withdrawals of members of

the Alliance could be carried out if the treaty continued for 20 years. Even so, until now, the

Treaty has never been amended. Likewise, no member (country) was withdrawn from the

treaty and alliance (NATO, n.d.). Whether a country should or should not be part of the

Alliance depends on the North Atlantic Council, the main political decision-making body

(NATO, 2009). A country could be part of NATO as long as it is a “European state in a

position to further the principles of this treaty and to contribute to the security of the North

Atlantic area (NATO, 2009).

NATO is a security alliance and a crisis management organization that is engaged in

global operations and missions around the world, including managing complex ground, air,

and naval operations in all types of environments (NATO, 2021). NATO consists of 30

countries from North America and Europe (Haglund, 2022). The 30 countries include the

12 founding members and countries that later joined the alliance. For example, Turkey

(1952), Germany (1955), Spain (1982), etc. (NATO, 2009). Through political and military

means, NATO guarantees freedom and security to all of its members (nato.int, 2010). For

example, by promoting democratic values to prevent conflicts and by undertaking

crisis-management operations (NATO, 2009).

NATO has formed political and military alliances between countries in Europe and

North America (nato.int, 2010). By establishing partnerships and diplomacies, NATO

prevents crises, manages conflicts, and stabilizes post-conflict situations (nato.int, 2010).

The 2010 Strategic Concept established by NATO offers more political engagement with

the Alliance and countries around the globe, especially the United Nations and the
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European Union and promotes democratic values and institutional reforms in the defense

and security sector (NATO, n.d.).

Back in 1949, the primary objective of the Washington treaty and the NATO

alliance was to prevent the Soviet Union from extending its control and tyranny of Eastern

Europe farther to other parts of the continent. Since the creation of the organization, NATO

reaffirmed the right to collective defense. In accordance with article 5 of the Washington

treaty, the principle of collective defense is applied if one or more NATO members are

attacked. In other words, an act of violence against a NATO member will be considered an

attack on all the members that take part in the organization. Up to now, article 5 has only

been invoked in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks (NATO, 2009). NATO secures

vulnerabilities that its members might encounter during a foreign intervention (NATO,

2021).

From 2004 to 2011, NATO directed several operations that compromised a variety

of training and mentoring that helped to assist the Iraqi Security Forces. (NATO, 2021). It

was known as the NATO Training Mission in Iraq (NTM-I). This mission was formally

launched at the Brussels Summit in July 2018, at the request of the Iraqi government and in

coordination with the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS. (NATO, 2021). The mission

consisted of involving NATO trainers that had the purpose of securing their country and

their region against terrorism and preventing the re-emergence of ISIS. This helped to build

a more sustainable and transparent national security structure and to strengthen Iraqi

military institutions. (NATO, 2021). All NATO allies contributed to the training inside and

outside of Iraq, through financial contributions or donations of equipment (NTI, n.d.).

NATO also worked with the Iraqi government on a structured cooperation framework to

develop the Alliance’s long-term relationship with Iraq. (NATO, 2022). In sum, the NATO

mission contributes to the fight against terrorism by strengthening security forces, advising

Iraqi military education institutions and helps Iraq build a sustainable training capability

through a train-the-trainers approach, and insturcting on the rule of law, the law of armed

conflict, countering corruption, the protection of civilians, children and armed conflict, and

the Women, Peace and Security agenda (NATO, 2022).
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Another of NATO’s missions is to secure the Mediterranean Sea. In the aftermath of

the 9/11 terrorist attacks, NATO immediately began to take measures to expand the options

available to counter the threat of international terrorism. (NATO, 2021). In October 2001, it

launched the maritime surveillance Operation Active Endeavour, focused on detecting and

deterring terrorist activity in the Mediterranean (NATO, 2021). This operation ended in

October of 2016 and was succeeded by Sea Guardian, a flexible maritime operation able to

perform the full range of maritime security operations tasks (NATO, 2021).

NATO is also supporting the African Union. Since June 2007, NATO has assisted

the AU Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) by providing air- and sealift support for AU

peacekeepers following renewed AU requests (News9 staff, 2022). NATO is also providing

capacity-building support, as well as expert training support to the African Standby Force

(ASF), at the AU's request (NATO, 2021). The ASF is intended to be deployed in Africa in

times of crisis and is part of the AU's efforts to develop long-term peacekeeping capabilities

(NATO, 2021). These missions have the purpose of establishing peace and security in the

African continent in order to protect it from potential foreign interventions.

Another one of NATO’s current missions is to create a multi-ethnic Kosovo Security

Force that will be responsible for security tasks, this being a result of Kosovo’s declaration

of independence back in 1999. Today, approximately 3,500 Allied and partner troops

operate in Kosovo as part of NATO's Kosovo Force (KFOR). (NATO, 2021). Having first

entered Kosovo in June 1999 to end widespread violence and halt the humanitarian disaster

that was unfolding, KFOR troops continue to maintain a strong presence throughout the

territory. (NATO, 2021). Meanwhile, NATO strongly supports the European

Union-sponsored Dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina (NATO, 2022). The

normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo is key to solving the political

deadlock over northern Kosovo and preventing further interventions. (NATO, 2021).

NATO works to bring peace and security at an international level and protects its

members’ sovereignty against foreign interventions of any kind and armed conflicts in a

diplomatic or military way. On the grounds that collective defense is applied in NATO, the

recent conflict between Ukraine and Russia became a concerning conflict correlated with

NATO and its 30 members. Lately, Putin has been fixated on reclaiming some of Russia’s
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empire, lost with the fall of the Soviet Union (Guyer and Kirby, 2022). Russia wanted

Zelensky, the former Ukraine president, to implement the 2014 and ‘15 Minsk agreements

that would bring Russian influence and control to Ukraine (Guyer and Kirby, 2022). Due to

the continuous Russian pressure, Zelensky turned to the West and started to talk openly

about wanting to join NATO, in order to receive aid (Guyer and Kirby, 2022). As a

consequence, Russia started to perform large-scale military operations across Ukraine. As

reported by Guyer and Kirby, (2022), Russia has built up tens of thousands of troops along

the Ukrainian border. NATO placed Ukraine in a grinding position with Russia, without

providing any degree of NATO protection. It is hard for Ukraine to become a NATO

member since if there is Russian military engagement toward a NATO member, the 30

NATO members will have to go against Russia and open up a European crisis.

II. HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization was founded primarily by foreign

interventions. The alliance is known to be formed to avert Soviet expansionism and the

revival of nationalist militarism in Europe (NATO, 2011). Communists who supported the

Soviet Union threatened elected governments across Europe. Concurrently, Europe was

devastated and struggled to rebuild its economy, stability, and security after World War II.

As reported by NATO (2011), “In February 1948, the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia

overthrew the democratically elected Czechoslovakia government”. Then, in reaction to the

democratic consolidation of West Germany, the Soviets blockaded Allied-controlled West

Berlin to consolidate their power over Germany (NATO, 2011). In general, it threatened

freedom and stability (NATO, 2011).

Systems of collective security, such as the United Nations, emerged as vehicles to

govern the relations and application of the interrelated principles of national sovereignty,

self-defense, and collective security. (Bello, W, 2013). Over the years and until today,

national sovereignty has been limited to the expansion of the doctrine of Human Rights and

continues to be a very relevant and urgent topic to address. (Bello, W, 2013).
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NATO began fundamentally as a political association but grew more militaristic as a

result of the Korean War, the Cold War, and the formation of the Warsaw Pact. (Nissel, M,

2014). NATO's first military intervention took place in Bosnia from 1991 to 1995. (Nissel,

M, 2014). Ever since then, NATO has been involved in several other conflicts, including

Kosovo in 1999, Afghanistan in 2001, and Libya in 2011 (Ibid.). The number of NATO

interventions is still small, even though there have been several conflicts around the world

since NATO’s formation in which international assistance was required to cease violence.

(Nissel, M, 2014).

After the North Atlantic Treaty was signed on April 4, 1949, the Korean War began

(NATO, 2011). On June 25, 1950, 75,000 North Korean troops invaded South Korea by

crossing the 38th parallel (Rotondi, 2021). The outbreak of the Korean War helped create

the military structure and defense forces in NATO (NATO, 2011). On June 27, President

Truman announced that America, one of the 12 founding members of NATO, would

intervene in the Korean war in order to prevent the expansion of communism (History.com

Editors, 2019). The Suez Crisis which started on July 26, 1956, was also an important

foreign intervention crisis for NATO (NATO, 2011). The Egyptian president, Gamal Abdel

Nasser, nationalized the Suez Canal, which was controlled by Great Britain and France, 2

of the founding members (The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, 2019).

Following World War 2 and the Korean war, the Cold War began. Although no

nuclear weapons were used, the Cold War was a political conflict that erupted rivalry

between the United States and the Soviet Union (History.com Editors, 2009). Not only did

the ideological conflict after World War II, but the emergence of nuclear weapons and the

fear of communism in the United States led to the outbreak of the Cold War (History

Crunch, 2015). America was deeply concerned about Russian leader Joseph Stalin’s

tyrannical rule (History.com Editors, 2009). According to History.com Editors (2009), the

Postwar Soviet expansionism in Eastern Europe fueled many Americans’ fears and

assumptions of Russia’s plans to “dominate the world”. NATO’s purpose is to unify and

strengthen the Western Allies to a possible invasion by the Soviet Union and its “Warsaw

Pact” allies, for which the Soviets are in command (Haglund, n.d.). In the early 1950s,

NATO supported the United States’ threat of massive nuclear retaliation against the
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Warsaw Pact members to counter/confront its significantly superior land troops. (Haglund,

n.d.). It was supported by the deployment of American nuclear weapons in Western

European bases (Haglund, n.d.). NATO eventually developed a “flexible response” plan,

which the United States interpreted as that a conflict in Europe did not have to escalate to

“an all-out nuclear exchange” (Haglund, n.d). Under this strategy, many allied troops were

supplied with American battlefield and “theater nuclear weapons” under a “dual-control

system”, which permitted both the country hosting the weapons and the United States to

“veto their use” (Haglund, n.d).

NATO invoked for the first time its collective defense clause from article 5 in 2001

after September 11th terrorist attacks (NATO, 2011). Political disorder in Afghanistan

brought consequences to the United States such as instability in the industrialized world

conforming to NATO and foreign interventions (2011). Al Qaeda, an Afghanistan terrorist

group, hijacked airplanes and used them as weapons to attack and create mass destruction

that lead to the death of thousands of innocent civilians (NATO, 2011).

However, according to NATO (2011), not only the twin towers of the World Trade

Center were attacked back in 2001 but there were other attacks in the following years: “the

Istanbul bombings” in November 2003, “the attack on the Madrid commuter train system”

on 11 March 2004, “the public transport system in London” on 7 July 2005, among others

(NATO, 2011). In all previous events, extremists targeted large numbers of civilians.

Consequently, NATO Allies militarily intervened in Afghanistan to detain Al Qaeda

leaders and Taliban forces expanding and overthrowing the Taliban regime (NATO, 2011).

Furthermore, ever since the unfortunate events in Rwanda and Yugoslavia in the

early 1990s, there have been efforts to further circumscribe the principle of sovereignty to

justify foreign state intervention when genocidal events or massive violations of human

rights are taking place within a country (Bello, W, 2013). This enterprise has produced the

doctrine of the “responsibility to protect” or “armed humanitarian intervention” (Bello, W,

2013).

The previous doctrine has been recognized in the North, but it has provoked

controversy in the South, where states have only relatively recently acquired independence
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by waving the banner of national sovereignty, where some nations, like the Palestinians, are

still in the process of throwing off the yoke of foreign occupiers. (Bello, W, 2013). Recent

interventions, such as the ones in Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya, portray the dangers

of a course of actions that may begin with good intentions but end up with “detrimental

consequences for the sovereignty of nations, the integrity of national territory, and the

maintenance of regional and global peace and security.” (Bello, W, 2013).

One example of a so-called “classic case” of human intervention was the bombing

of Serbia in 1999, undertaken to protect Albanians in Kosovo. (Bello, W, 2013). This was

said to be a response to genocide, but many agree that this act was no genocide. This event

actually helped with the erosion of the credibility of the United Nations, when the US,

knowing it would not get approval for intervention from the Security Council, used the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization as the legal cover for the war (Bello, W, 2013). NATO,

in turn, was a “fig-leaf” to cover a war that was 95 percent carried out by US forces (Bello,

W, 2013). Since its founding in 1949, the transatlantic Alliance’s flexibility, embedded in

its original Treaty, has allowed it to suit the different requirements of different times

(NATO, 2011). During the 1960s, NATO became the most important political instrument

for distension. In the 1990s, the Alliance was a tool that helped with the stabilization of

Eastern Europe and Central Asia through the incorporation of new partners and Allies

(NATO, 2011). Now, for the first half of the 21st century, NATO faces an ever-growing

number of new threats. (NATO, 2011). As the main foundation and organization of

transatlantic peace, security, and freedom, NATO must be ready to meet these challenges

and address them as such. (NATO, 2011).

III. CURRENT SITUATION

Recently, NATO has been discussing whether or not to implement the “collective

defense” principle, enshrined in Article 5 of the Washington Treaty, due to Russia's

full-scale invasion of Ukraine attempting to undermine Ukraine’s autonomy and

sovereignty. The “Russian-Ukraine war” began on February 24, 2022, when Russian

President Vladimir Putin launched a “special military operation” in Ukraine (Kirby and
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Guyer, 2020). Russia has built up thousands of troops along the Ukrainian border,

bombarding major cities of the country (Kirby and Guyer, 2020). The Russian military

rapidly moved towards the south and continued attacking large cities like Kharkiv. “The

Russian shelling of Ukrainian cities has caused humanitarian problems” (Kirby and Guyer,

2020). Victims, mostly Ukrainians, “have less access to food, clean water, medicine, and

electricity” (Kirby and Guyer, 2020). Russia’s attack made it hard for Ukrainian civilians to

evacuate, especially because the Russian military has targeted major infrastructures, like

airports. Moreover, more than 400 airstrikes by the Russian military in March 2022

provoked the death of thousands of civilians (Kirby and Guyer, 2020).

Aforementioned, the current issue has its roots in the disintegration of the Soviet

Union. Moreover, Putin’s attempt to redraw the map of Europe led to the humanitarian

crisis, becoming the most devastating conflict and the fastest-growing refugee crisis on the

continent since World War II, recording the deaths of thousands of civilians and more than

1.5 million refugees (Kirby and Guyer, 2020). The Russia-Ukraine crisis is a continuation

of the one from 2014 which put to the test the security assurances Russia gave Ukraine in

exchange for hundreds of nuclear warheads (Kirby and Guyer, 2022). Putin wants to bring

back Russian power to Ukraine again after the fall of the Soviet Union. “Putin has been

fixated on reclaiming some of the domains of his empire that were lost with the fall of the

Soviet Union” (Kirby and Guyer, 2022). Putin has stated that Ukrainians and Russians

“were one people - a single whole” and if it were not for the other forces, there won’t be a

wall between Russia and Ukraine. Putin wanted Zelensky to implement the 2014 and ’15

Minsk agreements, which did not include beneficial terms for Ukraine. In order to prevent

Russia from bringing the pro-Russian regions back into Ukraine, Zelensky started to openly

ask about joining NATO (Kirby and Guyer, 2022).

Currently, NATO is in an intricate situation. Russia continues to demand that NATO

should deny membership to Ukraine, not knowing when Russia's “veto power” will be used

over NATO’s decision-making (Kirby and Guyer, 2022). Article 5, the main principle of the

NATO Treaty, specifies that “any attack on any NATO country is considered an attack on

the entire alliance” (Kirby and Guyer, 2022). Therefore, if NATO allows Ukraine to join

their alliance, any Russian military engagement toward Ukraine would create a conflict
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between Russia, the United States, and the other 29 NATO members (Kirby and Guyer,

2022). However, any “European state as long as it contributes to the security of the North

Atlantic area can be part of the alliance.” (NATO, 2009). Ukraine is also the fourth largest

beneficiary of US military aid that has “intelligence collaboration”, which has deepened in

reaction to Russia issues (Kirby and Guyer, 2022). Since no proper diplomatic talks for a

solution have taken place, The United States, the United Kingdom, and their allies could

only impose a tough financial sanction on Russia that prevented global transactions,

unfortunately affecting the global economy (Kirby and Guyer, 2020).

Furthermore, The Taliban, an ultraconservative political and religious group that

emerged in Afghanistan in the mid-1990s after the withdrawal of the Soviet Union, was

removed from power by US-led forces in 2001, but the group has seized control over

Afghanistan again, accelerating human rights and humanitarian crisis (Human Rights

Watch, 2021). The Taliban, which believes in a strict interpretation of Islamic Shariah law,

immediately took away women’s rights, and public bombings and executions were held

(Human Rights Watch, 2021). The Taliban threatened, imprisoned, and killed former

members of the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), former government officials,

and their families (Human Rights Watch, 2021). On August 15, when the Taliban seized

control of Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, hundreds of people attempted to evacuate the

nation, but violence at the airport prevented the evacuation of many Afghans who were in

danger (Human Rights Watch, 2021). Afghanistan’s humanitarian situation has worsened

with millions of Afghans suffering from extreme food insecurity (Human Rights Watch,

2021). “Improvised explosive devices (IEDs), mortars, and airstrikes” significantly

increased the number of civilian deaths (Human Rights Watch, 2021). Although many cases

went unreported, the United Nations assessed that Taliban forces were accountable for

about 40% of civilian fatalities and injuries in the first half of 2021. Nearly half of the

civilian casualties were women and kids (Human Rights Watch, 2021).

The international community should also address the Kosovo-Serbia Conflict. “The

disputed independence of Kosovo from Serbia, formerly Yugoslavia, has been the root of

current tensions over the deployment of more Croatian troops in Kosovo” (Bodegal, 2021).

NATO has made an effort to allay the heightened military presence. Numerous international
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organizations, including NATO, the UN, and the Contact Group, are all involved in

Kosovo’s struggle for independence as the war/tension between Kosovo and Serbia

continues (Bodegal, 2021). Political tensions became even more prominent after

Yugoslavian forces put down separatist protests in the Kosovo region (Bodegal, 2021). As

long as there is still dispute regarding independence, tensions will only worsen (Bodegal,

2021). This war has persisted since 1998 and continues until today due to the failure of

peace negotiations and the impossibility of the red lines that were set (Bodegal, 2021).

While KFOR, a peace-support operation in Kosovo led by NATO, is intended to uphold

peace, NATO runs the danger of igniting further escalation in hostilities by expanding the

number of armed soldiers (Bodegal, 2021). The possibility of returning to the violence of

the late 1990s grows as additional troops are stationed in Kosovo (Bodegal, 2021). While

the 1999 failed peace negotiations that led to NATO expansion in armed forces which has

the form of foreign intervention is extremely detrimental for future peace negotiations and

is undeniable that escalating military presence is not a viable strategy to address the Kosovo

conflict (Bodegal, 2021). In other words, the heavy intervention of foreign powers (E.g.

Western Europe and the United Nations) may not facilitate results (Bodegal, 2021).

To conclude there are several relevant aspects regarding the current situation of

NATO’s limitations against foreign interventions. Currently, allies contribute directly and

indirectly to the costs of administering NATO and implementing its policies and operations

(NATO, 2022). Direct contributions manage the Organization, its commands, military

infrastructure, and programs for requirements that serve the interests of all NATO members

while indirect funding is the biggest when a member commits capabilities and/or soldiers to

a military operation and covers the expenses of doing so (NATO, 2022). These fundings are

extremely important since the committee gets a very significant amount of economic

resources from the Allies. This is still being implemented with the intention of having the

Allies fund and help NATO carry out their missions and programs against foreign

interventions through their funding, which can vary depending on the nation (NATO,

2022).

Moreover, in order for a country to remain as a member of NATO, it should

“maintain and/or have a functioning democratic political system based on a market
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economy; fair treatment of minority populations; a commitment to resolve conflicts

peacefully; an ability and willingness to make a military contribution to NATO operations;

and a commitment to democratic civil-military relations.” (NATO, 2016). The previous

factors are crucial for the international community since every nation should have the right

to be a sovereign nation without outside interference, which eventually leads to peace and

security for the civilians and their respective governments (NATO, 2016).

IV. UN ACTIONS

When there is widespread human suffering, it inevitably provokes demands for UN

action, despite the fact that such action would constitute external interference in the

relationships and issues of sovereign states (Makinda, 1996). Still, the UN works according

to Article 2(4), in the UN Charter, which states that “all members shall refrain in their

international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or

political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes

of the United Nations'' (Dehn, 2020). The UN charter, in its article 51, also protects the

inherent right to self-defense when “an armed attack on a Member of the United Nations

occurs, until the Security Council has taken necessary measures to maintain international

peace and security” (Dehn, 2020). Both the UN and NATO work hard to respect the

sovereignty of other countries and try to resolve disputes pacifically rather than by

threatening or employing force against any state, member, or non-member (Dehn, 2020).

“NATO is an active and leading contributor to peace and security on the

international stage. Through its crisis management operations, the Alliance demonstrates

both its willingness to act as a positive force for change and its capacity to meet the security

challenges of the 21st century.” (NATO, 2014). Up to this day, around 20,000 military

personnel are engaged in NATO operations and missions around the world (NATO, 2022).

NATO’s current mission is to prevent the allied countries from foreign interventions, and

this is done through several operations and missions that help guarantee their sovereignty.

The complete range of crisis management activities, including combat and

peacekeeping, training and logistics support, surveillance, and humanitarian aid, have been
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the subject of missions carried out by NATO and the UN (NATO, 2014). Numerous

military troops are currently successfully working on missions all around the world under

the direction of NATO (NATO, 2014). Thousands of military troops are now working on

missions across the globe, effectively handling intricate land, air, and naval operations in a

variety of settings (NATO, 2014). These forces, particularly those from NATO, are now

engaged in operations in Ukraine, Somalia, the Mediterranean, Kosovo, Afghanistan, and

the Horn of Africa (NATO, 2014).

As aforementioned, the UN is in a complicated position in the ongoing

“Russian-Ukraine war”. Russia’s aggression toward Ukraine is considered by the UN to be

a deplored violation of the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine which is contrary

to the principles of the Charter of the United Nations which all UN members have to apply

(unric.org, 2022). However, it is contrary to the principles of the Charter of the United

Nations (unric.org, 2022). The United Nations have adopted and presented several possible

resolutions, agreements, and arrangements for a humanitarian ceasefire in the

“Russia-Ukraine war”. On March 4, 2022, the UN Human Rights Council passed a

resolution requesting the “swift and verifiable” removal of Russian forces and armed

groups with Russian support from the whole Ukraine territory (unric.org, 2022). Moreover,

the UN General Assembly on Thursday, 24 Marc, 2022, strongly condemned Russia for

creating a “dire” humanitarian situation on Thursday, 24 March, and demanded civilian

safety and humanitarian access in Ukraine (unric.org, 2022). On 7 April, the UN General

Assembly also adopted a resolution that suspends Russia from the Human Rights Council

which achieved two-thirds of the votes. Also, the UN General Assembly adopted a new

resolution on 26 April 2022, that even demanded a justification for the use of the veto

(unric.org, 2022).

The UN, which prioritizes the protection of civilians, has introduced Emergency

Humanitarian Appeal. To give urgent humanitarian aid to citizens of Ukraine and refugees

in surrounding nations, the United Nations and its humanitarian partners launched

“coordinated emergency appeals” totaling $1.7 billion on March 1 (unric.org, 2022). “This

appeal was 70% funded” (unric.org, 2022). On 26 April, with the Ukrainian crisis getting

worse, the UN increased its emergency appeal to $2.24 billion (unric.org, 2022). Donor
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funding of $980 million has so far allowed the United Nations and its partners to help 3.4

million people in Ukraine through humanitarian aid (unric.org, 2022). On March 11,

UNICEF, UNFPA (the United Nations sexual and reproductive health agency), and WHO

demanded an end to all assaults on Ukraine’s healthcare facilities (unric.org, 2022). The

UN will step up its humanitarian operations in and around Ukraine in order to require safe

and unrestricted access for medical professionals and life-saving equipment. As of 7 April,

WHO delivered more than 185 tonnes of medical supplies to the “hardest-hit” parts of

Ukraine, supplying half a million people with trauma, surgical and basic health care

equipment (unric.org, 2022).

Furthermore, the United States and the Taliban agreed in February 2020 to remove

foreign forces from Afghanistan by May 2021. NATO Foreign and Defense Ministers

agreed in April 2021 to remove all Allied forces from Afghanistan within a few months

(NATO, 2022). After the fall of the Afghan government and the Afghan National Defense

and Security Forces in the summer of 2021, NATO concentrated on securing the safe

departure of soldiers from Allied and partner nations, as well as “NATO-affiliated Afghans”

(NATO, 2022). More than 120,000 individuals were evacuated from Kabul airport as part

of the “coalition effort” in August 2021, including around 2,000 Afghans working for

NATO and their families (NATO, 2022). Many have already been relocated to Allied and

partner nations. NATO is collaborating with Allies to provide accommodation, care, and

assistance for the refugees and citizens, while plans for migration to allied and partner

nations are being prepared (NATO, 2022). Under the current conditions, NATO has halted

all assistance to Afghanistan with the condition that any future Afghan government must

uphold Afghanistan’s international obligations, protect all Afghans’ human rights,

particularly for women, children, and minorities, and “ensure that Afghanistan never again

serves as a safe haven for terrorists” (NATO, 2022). Moreover, in December 2021, NATO

FOReign Ministers reviewed a detailed political and military evaluation that presented

major conclusions and recommendations from the Alliance’s operations in Afghanistan

(NATO, 2022).

Since June 1999, NATO has been leading a peacekeeping mission in Kosovo - the

Kosovo Force (KFOR) - that supports broader international efforts to promote stability and
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peace in the region (NATO, 2022). Until today, KFOR prevents the resumption of

hostilities, creates a secure environment and guarantees public safety and order, supports

the international humanitarian effort, and coordinates with the international civil presence

(NATO, 2022). Moreover, KFOR still works to demilitarize the Kosovo Liberation Army.

Currently, in response to the Coronavirus epidemic, KFOR has been completely

implementing the preventive measures advised by WHO (World Health Organization) for

the safety of military personnel as well as aiding and providing assistance to the civilians in

Kosovo (NATO, 2022). “While Afghanistan remains NATO’s primary operational theater,

the Alliance has not faltered on its other commitments, particularly around Southeastern

Europe which includes Kosovo” (NATO, 2014). Today, approximately 5,500 Allied troops

operate in Southeastern Europe as part of KFOR (NATO, 2014). Both NATO and the UN

have agreed on continuing to maintain Kosovo in its presence on the basis of UN Security

Council Resolution 1244 (NATO, 2014). The UN also supports Kosovo by outlining the

collaboration between the United Nations development system and Kosovo institutions and

partners in the United Nations Sustainable Development Cooperation Framework

2021-2025 (UNITED NATIONS KOSOVO TEAM, n.d.).

V. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

In accordance with the current situation of various countries in which their nation’s

sovereignty has been affected, several important measurements should be carried out in

order to determine limitations for nations who wish to undermine a country’s autonomy and

sovereignty. The following are examples of possible measures that could be taken into

account in order to solve this very important issue:

01. Continue to alter policies and invest in the foundations of NATO's military

capability, such as posture, plans, and concepts.

a. Constant alteration to NATO’S already established foundations should be

made in accordance with the current situation of each country and/or in

specific situations severe enough to alter a country’s sovereignty.
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b. New strategic methods should be established and the ones already in

function should be modified in order to adapt to every situation that risks the

sovereignty of a country depending on its severity. International cooperation

is crucial for this particular solution to be beneficial for every nation

affected.

02. Establish regulating policies that can control the use of military strategies carried

out by NATO.

a. Certain limitations regarding military weapons or interventions should be

established in order to prevent further conflicts within nations, and they

should be applied solemnly in case of severe interventions or when a

country's sovereignty is in peril or compromised in any way.

b. The use of military strategies should be induced as policies, and they should

be agreed on by the majority of the committee. These policies should

provide guidance and direction on military missions or interventions within

their respective areas of responsibility. They should also include the specific

strategies that shall be used in order to treat the problem of the undermining

of a country’s autonomy and sovereignty, and the different ways in which

they could be applied, such as strategic commands, subordinate commands,

etc. (NATO, 2011).

03. Encourage international cooperation between nations and reach agreements as to

how to negotiate conflicts in a diplomatic way.

a. Every country should cooperate with the situation in order to prevent further

conflicts and reach agreements that benefit every single nation, it should also

be done in order to maintain peace and try to prevent newer disputes in the

future.
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b. International cooperation is also crucial in order to solve the issue, since in

the unfortunate case where a country’s sovereignty is compromised, then

several countries can step forward and provide aid, resources and support for

the affected country or countries, favoring security and alliance between

nations

04. Limit a nation’s power to intervene, invade or subdue another country through

military interventions more severe than the current ones already implemented by

NATO.

a. Military interventions should be extremely regulated, but they shall be used

in order to limit another nation’s power of intervention, and that could

include the use of military armies or any other strategy that may seem viable

for the country.

b. These military interventions should be more severe and they should be

supported not only by NATO but also by the Allies, depending on the

seriousness of the matter.

05. Make a commitment to a stronger forward presence of NATO and a more integrated

command and force structure.

a. It is important to increase the strength of forward deployed forces, which

entails placing a few regional land brigades in viable places, together with

the requisite enablers and air and missile defense, and to better integrate

them into the NATO Force Structure. (Gordon, B. 2022).

b. Regional and rotating NATO force structure headquarters should be

connected to planning, training, and exercises through Joint Force

Commands (JFCs). (Gordon, B. 2022).
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06. Implement a new reaction force scale, as well as clarity about the forces that have

been assigned and transparency about their training, equipment, and operational

readiness levels. (Gordon, B. 2022).

a. NATO is in charge of ensuring the absolute transparency and clarity of the

forces that are assigned to each mission, and this shall be done through

security filters and continuous communication in order to guarantee their

transparency and accountability.

b. These new forces of scale should be implemented through specific policies

and they shall be monitored constantly in order to guarantee their success.

07. Provide communication and logistics in complex missions.

a. These communications and logistics will ensure secure communication

transmission and they should be supported by a mobile software provider

that can ensure data security (Grossmann, C. 2021). These providers shall be

determined by NATO.

b. Logistics should be also provided for every country that is supporting the

cause in order to determine the appropriate time to strike or provide aid for

the country’s sovereignty.

VI. COUNTRIES INVOLVED

1. The Russian Federation

Since the end of the Cold War and the dissolution of the Soviet Union, NATO has

tried to build a partnership and pursue dialogue with Russia, including through the

NATO-Russia Council (NRC), a forum for consultation on security issues and

cooperation. However, in response to Russia’s aggressive actions against Ukraine

and illegal and illegitimate annexation of Crimea, NATO suspended all practical
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civilian and military cooperation with Russia in April 2014 (NATO, 2022). “Russia

has broken the trust at the core of NATO’S cooperation and has challenged the

fundamental principles of the global and Euro-Atlantic security architecture.

NATO’s relationship with Russia has fundamentally changed for the long term, and

this is mostly due to the recent conflict between the latter and Ukraine’s

sovereignty” (NATO, 2022).

2. Ukraine

Dialogue and cooperation started when newly independent Ukraine joined the North

Atlantic Cooperation Council (1991) and the Partnership for Peace programme

(1994). Relations were strengthened with the signing of the 1997 Charter on a

Distinctive Partnership, which established the NATO-Ukraine Commission (NUC)

to take cooperation forward (NATO, 2022). “Currently, NATO stands with the

people of Ukraine and its legitimate, democratically elected president, parliament

and government. The Alliance will always maintain its full support for the territorial

integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine within its internationally recognised borders.

Russia is now facing severe costs and consequences imposed by the whole

international community.” (NATO, 2022).

3. The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan

The Taliban, an ultraconservative political group, seized control of Kabul, the

capital of Afghanistan, in August 2021 (Usip, n.d.). Afghanistan is now

experiencing one of the greatest humanitarian crises in history (Usip, n.d.). The

Taliban government and its terrorist organizations are now responsible for numerous

attacks that target civilians including human rights defenders, women activists,

humanitarian and health workers, journalists, former government officials, etc

(Amnesty International, n.d.). Due to the recent transition of power from the

previous Afghan administration, intensified violence and collapsing economy which
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expanded to a hunger crisis evicted Afghans from their houses (The IRC in the UK,

2021).

4. Republic of Iraq

NATO and Iraq are engaged in political dialogue and practical cooperation aimed at

developing the capacity of Iraq’s security forces, its defense and security

institutions, and its national defense academies. Following the defeat of ISIS in Iraq

and the restoration of sovereign control of all its territory in late 2017, NATO scaled

up its training and advising efforts in Iraq at the government’s request. In February

2021, NATO defense ministers agreed to expand the NATO Mission in Iraq, as

requested by the Iraqi government (NATO, 2021).

5. Republic of Kosovo

NATO has been leading a peace-support operation in Kosovo – the Kosovo Force

(KFOR) – since June 1999. KFOR was established when NATO’s 78-day air

campaign against Milosevic’s regime, aimed at putting an end to violence in

Kosovo, was over. The operation derives its mandate from United Nations Security

Council Resolution 1244 (1999) and the Military-Technical Agreement between

NATO, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and Serbia (NATO, 2022).

6. Republic of Albania

7. The Kingdom of Belgium

8. Republic of Bulgaria

9. Dominion of Canada

10. The Republic of Croatia
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11. The Czech Republic

12. The Kingdom of Denmark

13. The Republic of Estonia

14. French Republic

15. the Federal Republic of Germany

16. The Hellenic Republic (Greece)

17. Hungary

18. Republic of Iceland.

19. Italian Republic

20. Republic of Latvia

21. The Republic of Lithuania

22. The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

23. Montenegro

24. The Kingdom of the Netherlands

25. the Republic of North Macedonia

26. The Kingdom of Norway

27. Republic of Poland

28. The Portuguese Republic

29. Romania

30. Slovak Republic

31. Republic of Slovenia
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32. Kingdom of Spain

33. Turkey

34. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

35. The United States of America
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